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humanization and inappropriate social 
control function ofbehavior modification 
and also (b) a more proactive view ofhow 
people with serious intellectual limita-
tions can be understood and assisted in 
fulfilling their human potential. The se-
lective use of negative examples presents 
at times a "straw man" view of the prob-
lem. Unquestionably, there are misuses 
of behavioral technology but also an 
enormous range of documented positive 
applications. The author only pays lip 
service to these constructive uses. 
There is an anachronistic element to 
the book because the author's concerns 
are a replay of those expressed decades 
ago by humanistic persons. Acknowledg-
ing this is not meant to take away from 
the worth of the author' s views, but rather 
to recognize the author's place in a his-
toric stream of concern with the misuses 
of behavioral techniques. lt takes a well-
written , forceful , and personalized book 
such as this one to remind us that humane 
treatment means more than just avoiding 
institutional filth , isolation, and physical 
abuse as described by writers such as 
Burton Blatt. Of importance here is that 
the author 's notion of " fulfilling human 
potential" goes considerably beyond 
shaping compliance behaviors to increase 
the quota of output in shelter workshops 
and moves into appreciating the client' s 
full emotionality and humanness, as 
would be the case for any normal person. 
The book contains many examples 
and illustrations of the author's way of 
thinking about intervention with mentally 
limited individuals . In making this last 
statement, 1 was about to refer to them 
as mentally handicapped individuals; 
however, 1 am now aware that from the 
author's point of view, the truly handi-
capped individuals are probably the 
caretaking persons whose values are con-
formity and compliance and who are un-
able or unwilling to delve into the inner 
psychological life and phenomonology of 
the clients for whom they are responsible. 
Lovett's data base rests in the many 
case examples, and the absence of "hard" 
data is perhaps a limitation of the book. 
But from the author's perspective, what 
others might consider hard data would be 
seen as a narrow and limited view of the 
person. Taken as a complete statement, 
the book is less antibehavioral than it is 
a case for reconceptualizing our assump-
tions about the behavior of mentally lim-
ited individuals, their motivational sys-
tem, and what our responsibilities should 
be in terms of supporting their develop-
ment as persons. 1 am reminded of the 
anecdote of an individual who was whirl-
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ing a cat around by its tail. The onlookers 
were quite concerned and upset, but on 
being informed that the person with the 
cat was mentally retarded, the onlookers 
presented a kind ofknowing "Aha." The 
label of mental retardation, of course, in 
no way explained the behavior, and it is 
this theme of needing to individualize our 
view of intellectually limited individuals 
that personifies Lovett's very readable 
and provocative book. 
Lovett describes some classic studies 
on behavior management with institu-
tionalized persons and then adds his own 
humanistic interpretation to the events, 
suggesting other ways of viewing the 
client's behavior and other ways of re-
sponding to the client. Some of the au-
thor's suggestions beg questions of fea-
sibility, and the reader will need to de-
termine if he does justice to the research 
studies he reports and analyzes. The use 
of the term cognitive counseling may also 
be misleading in relation to its more 
common current applications . Many of 
the described interventions involve mod-
ifying environmental variables and staff 
perceptions rather than direct counseling 
interaction with the client. 
The book will probably be a disap-
pointment to persons who are looking for 
step-by-step, concrete methodology for 
understanding and changing behavior. 
This is a valuable book for supervisory-
level personnel who can establish policy 
and who will be in a position to inßuence 
others who work directly with the persons 
with special needs. In the final analysis, 
1 believe it is more of a philosophical 
treatise than a methodology text. The hu-
mane and human treatment of such in-
dividuals begins not only when we inter-
act with them, but also when we wake up 
in the morning and have to conceptualize 
what it is that we are going to do with 
our clients. This is a thought-provoking, 
somewhat subjective, but scholarly effort 
by the author, whose intention to inßu-
ence our perceptions, intervention ratio-
nale, and methods with persons experi-
encing special needs will likely achieve 
some success . • 
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Education is a multilevel (or rnore0~01s 
cisely, hierarchical) enterprise: Stil her· 
are nested within classes and teacjthin 
classes and teachers are nested wjthin 
schools, and schools are nested w P~ 
districts. In research and evaluat'.0~5 rise jects, this hierarchical structure gi" 00ci-
to multilevel data. The problern e iS 10 
tional researchers have to sol~ ls th91 
specify appropriate analytical rno ef su'~ 
accurately reßect the struct~re ~yiing 
data. Researchers interested 1n an. d0is11 
.J:stiflii ·s 
educational effects typically w iJYS' 
among several units and levels of an hets· 
teac ·s 
such as students, classrooms, f Jal9 1 
and schools. If a single level 0 dressiJ~ 
clearly the appropriate one for ad 51udY 
the purposes of a study, then the iJyses 
should be designed that way and f lf, fol 
should be conducted on that Ieve d ifl W 
example, one is mainly intereste !lli 
dividual behavior and perforrnanc~'110en1 
yses should be conducted at the 5 a1Yse5 
level. Alternatively, class-level ~oC0se5 
are appropriate whenever interest 
on group processes. d colleC' 
However, unilevel design an 
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Pit' ata is seldom the case. Many em-e~~~~ investigations in education aim to 
g ••. ain the behavior at one level of or-
"'•lzar 
atad· 10n when data are collected either 
level.1lferent level or from more than one 
Attern Usin pts at cross-level inference (e.g., 
divjj class-level data to infer about in-
ally ua) hehavior and vice versa) gener-
bee~~Use Problems. These problems have 
falla . abeled ecowgical and individual 
the 1c:es and are extensively described in !her •terature (cf. Burstein, 1980). Fur-
lhat rnore, it has been frequently shown 
fect separate analyses of educational ef-
Slil!)~~t di~erent levels can reveal sub-
PtobJ ly different results. In light of such 
level ~rns, treating the analysis of multi-
the ata tnerely as a problem of choosing 
lnst~r~Per unit of analysis is a mistake. 
devet '. ernphasis should first be put into 
liona1°P1ng adequate theories of educa-
be g· Ptocesses. Then, special care can 
icaJ iven to specifying multilevel analyt-
Sourrnodels that disentangle effects from 
C ces at various levels. 
illl" 
01l1Prehensive treatments of these 
L ... ortant . h h UOok 1ssues are still rare. T us, t e 
~d edited by Oosthoek and van den 
en is r 1 lors, th ime y. According to the edi-
CUs e contributions to this volume fo-
catia::1two basic questions: (a) In edu-
leve) research, what are the relevant 
acter~ of analysis and what are the char-1sr h~l>oth ics of these levels? and (b) What 
forwar;ses or propositions could we put 
these I to explain the interactions among 
l'h evels? 
~Cti e ll chapters are grouped into three 
deaJ a;s. In Part 1, Methods, 4 chapters 
Stlldie it_h the problem of how to design 
2, f\rns .1~ a multilevel perspective. Part 
1 cha Ptrica) Findings, contains another 
ana1„ Pters that give examples of empirical 
~ - ,ses w"th fr lllfl'er 1 multilevel data drawn om l\rt 3 e_nt educational settings. Finally, ~ese~~~evoted to Models in Multi-Level 
1•~e...._ . and-as the editors empha-
il\ing 15 Particularly dedicated to exam-
var· b Ul\der ta les that are promising and 
Civ:ePresented in current research. 
grouPinn ~he diversity of chapters, 
llo\\lev g into sections makes sense. 
hetter ~r, the editors could have done 
Ctiteri Y choosing different classification 
11\ieen ~.In Particular, the distinction be-
~~d \;rts 2 and 3 is difficult to under-
1 . •v10 t f llcJ11d s o the chapters in both parts 
'nodete ernpirical data as weil as statistical 
lh S SU't d e Oth 1 e for multilevel analysis. On 
:\t\d ti11 er hand, the chapter by Belandria an tst . 
ern . ein (in Part 1) clearly represents 
0ther ttitica) study and not-like the 
tee chapters in this section-a 
theoretical/methodological contribution 
to the multilevel issue. 
Part 1 provides useful information for 
those readers who are not familiar with 
multilevel analyses. The first chapter by 
van den Eeden and Hüttner describes 
possible stages for planning a study that 
involves multilevel data and analyses. So-
rensen' s contribution is especially inter-
esting in that it compares organizational 
differentiation (e.g. , assignment of stu-
dents to tracks, streams, and ability 
groups) and the effects this has on indi-
vidual achievement in American and var-
ious European educational systems. In 
another chapter, de Graaf presents a clear 
and comprehensive introduction into 
several common statistical models for an-
alyzing multilevel data and discusses se-
lected methodological problems in these 
approaches. 
Readers who expect to find straight-
forward empirical applications of the 
more advanced statistical models in the 
remainder of the book will be disap-
pointed. With the exceptions ofBelandria 
and Burstein's elegant demonstration of 
multilevel effects of student's background 
on their achievement and Oosthoek's 
thorough investigation into factors that 
inßuence law students' attitudes toward 
law, the designs of the empirical studies 
poorly match the two basic questions of 
multilevel analysis previously mentioned. 
Although all of the studies deal with in-
teresting topics, most of them can be 
faulted for poor specifications and tests 
of the analytical models. This is unfor-
tunate because the book is supposed to 
be a showcase for good usage of multilevel 
strategies. 
For example, studies by Dronker and 
Diekerhoff and by Thomas are secondary 
analyses based on data that were collected 
for different purposes. The authors con-
cede that this is not optimal for their re-
search because theoretically important 
variables cannot be included after the fact 
in design and analysis. As a consequence, 
the models suffer from specification er-
rors and yield biased findings . 
A second problem concerns the use of 
simple path analyses via multiple regres-
sion (so-called "just-identified" models) 
in studies by Oosthoek, by Thomas, and 
by van der Kley. Whereas causal models 
of this type usually can be easily esti-
mated, their validity is unknown because 
they perfectly fit the data regardless of 
the causal ordering of variables actually 
chosen. One of the specific advantages of 
more elaborate structural equation pro-
cedures (e.g. , LISREL) presented in the 
chapters by Maruyama and Walberg and 
~Cl~ 
t.tPollARy PSYCHOLOGY, 1986, Vol. 31 , No. 9 
by Williams is that they are testable on 
this count. Unfortunately, multilevel 
analysis is not a major issue in either of 
these two contributions. 
My overall impression is that, although 
some chapters are strong and can stand 
alone on their own merit, the book as a 
whole is not particularly weil organized 
and exhibits uneven quality. However, 
despite 'these ßaws, some chapters may 
prove useful for readers who are looking 
for a first quick introduction into the 
topic. For readers who want more specific 
information, Burstein's (1980) compre-
hensive review is still a must. 
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